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Contemporary Corporate
and Sporting Events
Are you planning a company party, exhibition, awards
ceremony or outdoor sporting event and looking for
structures that will wow those delegates and attendees?
Are you looking to create high-impact but functional
event spaces for engaging with clients or customers?

At Stretch Tent Hire UK, we supply a range
of natural coloured tents that could provide
a stunning backdrop to your activity. Our
stylish tents are sleek and impressive whilst
also providing a practical choice for lots of
different uses. We’ve even delivered on big
brand activations and provided high turnover
bars for racecourses and experiential marketing
events. They’re cost-effective, easy to install
and manage - perfect for any event.

•	Versatile and Functional
•	Unique Looking and En Vogue
•	All Weathers and Seasons
•	Simple, Stress-Free and Peace of Mind

Why would you choose
a Stretch Tent?
Unlike boxy marquees or run-of-the-mill
conference stands, our tents can be rigged
in a variety of ways to personalise their
look to match your vision for production.
You really can get creative and be free with
lighting, dressing and branding.
Whatever the weather forecast, these tents
can be rigged in a variety of ways. Either
open-sided or quickly enclosed at short
notice – you can rest assured that you will
have a suitable plan no matter if it’s hot and
sunny, rainy or windy.
Our knowledgeable staff will always work
with your event design team, site or safety
managers to devise a suitable approach
from booking to delivery. Importantly, they’ll
get the job done quickly and efficiently to
ensure that your build and de-rig schedules
run like a dream and leave you to focus on
doing some business or enjoying the day.
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Customizable Builds
Our stretch tents are composed of a specially-woven
waterproof canopy, installed and secured using a straightforward rigging system that uses strong tent poles and
fastening ropes. This ease of use also means that we
don’t require an army of crew, unlike other marquee hire
companies or conference stand builders, allowing us
to deliver a value-for-money service and guarantee an
affordable solution for your needs!
They’re durable and easy to install at any
location whether it’s indoors, rough or uneven
terrain, hard-standing surfaces or in challenging
green spaces. Each tent is manufactured to
British Safety Standards and we can guarantee
that they have all been rigorously tested in the
field before going out to hire.

What’s more, our tents can be rigged in a
variety of configurations that are completely
customizable. You can even join together
multiple canopies through a modular linking
system to set up various shapes and expansive
installations for any sized event.

Specification
Stretch 30

Stretch 54

Stretch 75

Stretch 120

Stretch 150

Stretch 180

Stretch 270

Stretch 300

Stretch 450

Up to 30 Guests

Up to 54 Guests

Up to 120 Guests

Up to 75 Guests

Up to 150 Guests

Up to 180 Guests

Up to 270 Guests

Up to 300 Guests

Up to 450 Guests

Dimensions
6m x 5m = 30m2

Dimensions
6m x 9m = 54m2

Dimension
10m x 7.5m =75m2

Dimension
10m x 12m =120m2

Dimension
10m x 15m =150m2

Dimension
15m x 12m =180m2

Dimension
18m x 15m =270m2

Dimension
20m x 15m =300m2

Dimension
25m x 18m =450m2

Banquet
Seated Guests - 15

Banquet
Seated Guests - 27

Banquet
Seated Guests - 37

Banquet
Seated Guests - 60

Banquet
Seated Guests - 75

Banquet
Seated Guests - 90

Banquet
Seated Guests - 135

Banquet
Seated Guests - 150

Banquet
Seated Guests - 225

Cinema
Seated Guests - 36

Cinema
Seated Guests - 32

Cinema
Seated Guests - 90

Cinema
Seated Guests - 144

Cinema
Seated Guests - 180

Cinema
Seated Guests - 216

Cinema
Seated Guests - 324

Cinema
Seated Guests - 360

Cinema
Seated Guests - 540

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 12

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 10

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 30

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 48

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 60

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 72

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 108

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 130

Banquet
Seating + Bar &
Dancefloor - 205

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

Can be installed
on soft ground
or hardstanding
surfaces

For more information,
or to obtain a priced
quotation please
contact one of the
team today on
01625 300 385

Additional Services
Flooring

Sound and Lighting

Bars

We stock a range of quality interior
flooring-types in a range of versatile natural
colourways to suit any style of use.
They look clean and professional Natural Corn | Natural Fleck | Harvest Gold

If you’re looking to hire one of our stretch
tents as a unique performance hospitality
or dwell space and need some extra
hands on the organising of sound and
lighting equipment, then look no further.
We can even cover presentations, product
demonstrations, speeches and live
performances.

If you need a bar or any equipment then we
can supply it all. We also offer some fantastic
cocktail mixologists and flairers who can
put on a real show and draw those crowds
in – as well as hosting, arrival drinks and
waiting staff. This is a great way for event
organisers to go the extra mile and improve
the all-round experience for guests to really
represent your brand or business well.

Dance-Floors
Great for entertainment, our most popular
LED dance floors will transform any
occasion with beautiful twinkling effects.
Each unit houses ultra-bright white LED’s
which are spaced out evenly to give a
fantastic random twinkling ‘starlit’ effect.

Heating
Wondering about temperatures dipping
at night or a dodgy forecast? We’ve got
numerous heating solutions that will ensure
it goes without a hitch, keeping guests cosy
and comfortable.

Furniture
From solid banqueting round tables and
gorgeous Chiavari chairs to trestle tables,
poseur tables, stools and more. We’ve got
the basics that you’ll need to build your
perfect setting.

Stage
Ask one of our staff for more information
about staging packages, from small raised
platforms to full-size stages for that big band
or keynote speech, we can do it all.

DJs & Bands
As event people with a long history of
delivering corporate events, conferences and
outdoor events and festivals we have a large
database of high-quality performance artists
that are available to book now. This can be
really helpful for organisers that are looking
for a one-stop-shop, or a complete offer for
their event.

We are a leading supplier of innovative tensile
structures known as “stretch tents”; which have
been developed in South Africa to fit a wide range of
uses across corporate events, conferences, sporting
events and outdoor locations.
Our tents provide versatile spaces that
are suited for lots of different uses – from
hosting entertainment or unique al-fresco
banquet dining and Gala Dinners, to highimpact conference and exhibition stands
with a real difference. We can help you
to create outstanding places for friends,
colleagues and clients to come together that
will leave a big impression and last long in
the memory.

www.stretchtenthireuk.co.uk

At Stretch Tent Hire UK we pride ourselves
on a thoughtful, comprehensive service
from consultation through to delivery and
we employ a team of professional, helpful
and knowledgeable staff that can ensure
your event suits. We can even customise
structures and their contents to match
a particular campaign or activation, with
custom branding and visual production to fit
any brief. Contact one of the team today for
more information.

Leading the way for Stretch Tent Hire
– we’ve got you covered!
01625 300 385
info@stretchtenthireuk.co.uk
www.stretchtenthireuk.co.uk

